
 

MB0905: Introduction to Euclid's Geometry 

Practice Assignment 1A 

 

1.Which of the following statements are true and which are false? Give reasons for your answers.

(i) Infinite lines can pass through a single point.

(ii) There is only one line which pass through two distinct points.

(iii) A terminated line can not be produced indefinitely on both the sides.

(iv)  If two circles are not equal, then their radii are equal .

(v) In the following figure, if  and BC QR QR YZ  , then .BC YZ

 

 
2. Give a definition for each of the following terms. Are there other terms

 that need to be defined first? What are they, and how might you define them?

(i) Intersecting  lines (ii) Perpendicular distance (iii) Mid point of a line segment

 (iv) Rectangle.

 

3. Consider the two 'postulates' given below:

(i) Given two points O and A, there is one and only one line that contains both the points.

      

(ii) Two distinct points in a plane determine a unique line.

      Do these postulates contain any undefined terms? Are these postulates consistent?

      Do they follow from Euclid's postulates? Explain.

 

4. If two points   and  lies between two points  and  such that , then prove that  

.Explain by drawing the figure.
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5. Euclid's one axiom states that, "The whole is greater than the part". Explain this with 

an example. 

6. Define the term Collinear points. 

7. Define the terms Concurrent lines and Ray. 
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8. What is the maximum number of points at which two distinct lines can intersect? 

9. How many line segments will be formed by joining the two points A and B. Name 

them. 

10. Three collinear points namely, ,  and  are given. How many line segments these three

points will form. Name them.

A B C

 

 
 

11. In the figure given below name any five line segments.

 

 

12. In the figure given below name any four collinear points.  

 
13. In the figure given below name two pairs of non-intersecting line segments.
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14. Fill in the blanks with the right answer.  

 

 

 

i A line will be determined by two distinct points in a plane.

ii  Two distinct lines in a plane cannot have more than  point in common.

iii A line separates a  into three parts. Those three parts are  and the  itself.

 

 


